Hood Times of Life 231 for experiencing events in succession, as in James's stream of consciousness, and time as an abstracted matrix for ordering change, as in Waddington's model of a ball rolling through a sloping 'epigenetic landscape' with hills and valleys representing population-based probabilities of ontogenetic patterns.
A model of time as just such an abstracted ordering matrix is evident in ethological theories of the mid-20th century. Critical periods are viewed as fixed times for particular kinds of learning, which occur only within time periods set by the prescribed developmental program of a species. At these prescribed times, young animals can learn songs or visual patterns that identify a parent or, later in life, an appropriate mate. The timing of critical periods was thought to originate from timeinvariant genetic components or from in-born cortical 'engrams'.
Developmental psychobiologists provided a different account. Empirical studies of early experience showed that young animals are open to experience within a wider and more flexible range of times, with diverse sources of experience from a changing context, including the activity of the organism itself (Bateson, 1976; Cairns, Hood, & Midlam, 1985; Gottlieb, 1976; Hofer, 1987; Turkewitz & Devenny, 1993) . Early learning was reconceived as occurring within sensitive periods, when streams of experience can be consolidated as guides for behavior, with subsequent learning integrated within the flow. This expansion of a fixed period to a more open period of continuing change fits with a more open theory of development, as though the river of Heraclitus continually shapes its own banks and beds of clay and rocks, with eddies and ebbs emerging in time, and even whirlpools and floods.
The present discussion considers two freshly elaborated models of psychological time. Both are grounded in lived experience, with culture-specific realizations of alternatives to modern vernacular models of time. The Generative Life Cycle Model of Yamada and Kato (2006) offers a representation of lives as cycles with variations, within a spiral that binds generations in recurring patterns. Time is conceived as recurring like diurnal, lunar, seasonal and celestial cycles, in contrast to the linear progressive view of machine time in the contemporary world.
In an original mathematical model, Rudolph (2006) brings together, in 'the fullness of time', his insights into the structure and uniqueness of psychological time. The implication is that during the same period of clock time, one person may have a 'fullness' of experience with many moments of attention, while another has a relatively sparse experience with few such moments. Rudolph proposes an innovative mathematical model based on prime numbers to capture this phenomenological 'given'.
To move toward theoretical integration, each model of time is discussed in relation to a dialectical structure for psychological processes, in which opposition and oscillation are sufficient to generate higher levels of integration over the course of time and change (Hood, 1995) .
Cultural Models of Time
The meanings ascribed to times and lifetimes are constantly re-enacted within two forms of time that seem to be fundamental and not inconsistent. Clock time is linear, and also cycles through the hours twice daily. Trains run on time, and also depart and return in predictable cycles. Japanese concepts of time and lifetimes use twelve-year and sixty-year cycles in relation to seasons of life and renewal processes (Yamada & Kato, 2006) In addition, particular times are marked as special. In English-speaking cultures, special times are found in the 'witching hour', in ditties about birth days ('Monday's child is fair of face, Tuesday's child is full of grace') and conventional valuations (Wednesday as 'hump' day, followed by a slide toward the weekend). In Balinese cultures, discussed by Rudolph (2006) , the ascription of benevolent or malevolent properties to particular times is part of the experience of specific days, groupings of days and overlapping patterns of groupings of days.
Within developmental science, the life cycle is presented as predictable stages, each with related tasks, challenges and meanings, while the study of individual differences highlights the extent of variations on life themes. In lived experience, the psychological 'destination' is not given, but is constructed through planful means, happenstance or bricolage. In an important sense the direction is 'forward' (Overton, 1994) for meaning-making systems. By contrast, the Generative Life Cycle Model (Yamada & Kato, 2006 ) is processoriented rather than goal-oriented, with a perspective that is 'free' from an individualistic point of view, so that dying is represented as a meaningful transition in a reversible spiral of time.
In yet another cultural context, an ancient text from Chinese literature, the I Ching or Book of Changes, sets events against two versions of time: eternal cyclic processes and the unique psychological moment as a historical moment of determination. Cyclic time is described in a chapter on 'Return (The Turning Point)', as 'an eternal cyclic movement from which life comes forth again at just the moment when it appears to have been completely vanquished', so that 'Everything comes of itself at the appointed time' (I ching, 1967, pp. 505, 98) .
By contrast, C.G. Jung, who, in his eighth decade, contributed the foreword to the Wilhelm translation in German of the I Ching, frames the point of the unique psychological moment in relation to the unusual method of using the book. A question is posed, the questioner tosses coins or sticks, and the result refers to sections of the text which relate to changes that are in progress, and possible outcomes. The determining element is considered to be the moment in which the question is formulated and the toss occurs. That moment is assumed to encompass a synchronicity of qualities that are bound together in time, including external events or conditions and the state of the questioner. Jung (1967) speculates that such a moment may be akin to the perception of a wine connoisseur, who might discern the variety of grape, the vintner, the year, the growing site (exposure, soil) and the weather (sun, rain) of that time, based on a moment of taste. Just so, he proposes that: 'Whatever happens in a given moment possesses inevitably the quality peculiar to that moment' (p. xxii). Jung concludes that the method is 'the exponent of the moment in which it was casteven more so than the hours of the clock or the divisions of the calendar could be' (p. xxiv). Curiously, Jung uses a mathematical term, exponent, to exemplify the interpretation of unique moments, as if to presage the mathematical treatment of Rudolph (2006) .
Mathematical Models and Particular Points
Number systems have emerged in most cultures. Drawing from a rich store of anthropology, mathematics, psychology and poetry, Rudolph (2006, p. 173) , citing von Uexküll (1920 Uexküll ( /1926 , proposes that the source of the concept of number derives from the experience of 'a rhythm of the attention', with each shift of attention marking a qualitatively distinct psychological moment. These moments can be enumerated, as can sticks and stones. In such an application, numbers represent discrete experiences or things as a useful convention for comparing magnitudes of groups. The alternative approach to numbers represents them as relationships, as theoretical tools for the 'resolution into concepts' of relationships among numbers, so that numbers as 'points in space are not independent things, locations or places, but are assumed end-points of relationships' (Cassirer, 1925, p. 79) . In this mode, numbers represent logical relations, such as direction: + 1 signifies 'go forward' and -1 signifies 'go backward' one unit on the number line. Within this interpretation, two number systems are brought into consideration, each with distinctive qualities: prime numbers and imaginary numbers.
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Prime Numbers
To match the experiential structure of psychological time, Rudolph bases his model of time on a unique set, the prime numbers. Like unique moments of experience that make up psychological time, prime numbers are unique in the number system. By definition, a prime number is not divisible by any numbers other than 1 and itself: it cannot be factored. All other whole numbers are multiples of prime numbers, which can be seen as the building blocks of the number system. However, these are elusive blocks. No formula predicts their occurrence; rather, they must be discovered through laborious calculations which are prohibitive for large number sequences. In addition, there is no algorithm to factor large numbers to determine if they are prime numbers. In sum, they are discovered by brute persistence or sheer blunder, and are undetectable by logical means. Their distinctive qualities seem to defy the systems that produce them.
Imaginary Numbers
A different and equally intriguing mathematical construction is the complex number system, which is defined by the inclusion of an 'imaginary' component. The complex number system represents a simultaneous relationship of two domains, real and imaginary, which differ in the kinds of multiples that can be formed. The imaginary number, i, is attached to complex numbers to mark the capability of working with multiplication in a special manner, so that i = √ -1. Considered in relation to the domain of real numbers, this expression is logically incongruous and not resolvable. However, in the domain of complex numbers, i indicates that part of the number for which √ -1 is resolvable, often by squaring the function to obtain the value -1.
The acceptance of this convention allows for deeply significant insights into the physical world of waveforms, electromagnetic fields and quantum physics, with especially elegant solutions for the rotation of three-dimensional objects. For electrical engineers and others working with cycles and control systems (alternating current, biorhythms, neural circuits, fractals), applied problems become tractable when complex numbers are employed.
In this mode, imaginary numbers cease to be 'unimaginable monstrosities' (i.e. unimaginable as things) and are welcomed in a relation of opposition to real numbers, based on the generative power and logical function of i.
are nevertheless thoroughly logical in their structure, in so far as they lead to strict and incontestable truths. (Cassirer, 1925, p. 85) Fractals Arising from Particulars Fractal forms are produced by iterations of one equation or sets of equations, plugging in the product to start again with the previous end-value. When certain ranges of numerical values are in play with certain equations, fractal forms can emerge with infinite levels of resolution, and with each level preserving the complexity and self-similarity of the original form. These are realized in the complex plane, with one axis representing real numbers, and the other (the vertical axis, usually) representing imaginary numbers.
Not all moments of a lifetime are experienced as unique psychological moments, and not all values are capable of engendering fractal forms. That is to say, the infinitely deep fractal form occurs only from certain starting values. The Mandelbrot fractal arises from the equation x n+1 = x n 2 + C, which is iterated from specific starting values (x n and the control parameter C are complex numbers). Some starting values generate the Mandelbrot, while others produce different outcomes: repetitive cycles or non-converging sequences. Theories of these fractal-producing and non-producing values depend on theoretical simulations and on experimental outcomes. For example, the Feigenbaum attractor, which is related to the Mandelbrot fractal, represents the boundary between order and chaos in simulations of the logistic map. It produces bifurcations (period doubling) and band splitting at particular constant or critical values. These patterns also are observed experimentally in a variety of physical systems (Beck & Schlogl, 1993) .
Dialectical Fluctuation and Memory
The son of Richard Wilhelm, translator of the I Ching (1967), characterizes the polarity that forms the cycle of yin and yang forces and their union:
This union, however, is not a mixing, but a formation of polar tension that causes, in turn, a type of rotation . . . The rotating movement attracts the elements, shaping them into forms that correspond to its nature. The characteristic of all life is this basic duality. (Wilhelm, H., 1967, p. xi) The images of circular rotation by yin and yang symbols interpenetrate in that they rotate around each other to make a circular whole, with a dot of white in the black form and a dot of black in the white form. One recalls the optical effect wrought by a rotating disk of black and white shapes that evokes an emergent experience of color, which is a property not inherent in the stimuli, but a product of their rotation.
The concept of a generative union of opposites is consistent with dialectical thinking. Real and imaginary numbers, which are opposed in their operations of negation, are brought into generative relation through their joint representation in the complex plane. This arrangement supports the mathematical realization of rotation in the third dimension, including spiral forms containing infinitely deep fractals, which arise from particular starting values (Lauwerier, 1991) .
In a dialectical relationship, two opposed entities exist through negation and reflection of the other, intermingling without combining. This becomes an integrative transformation, uniting the opposed pair at a higher level of organization as an 'in-dwelling pulsation of selfmovement and spontaneous activity' (Hegel, 1812 (Hegel, /1969 . For example, such a process might occur at the infinitely long boundaries of fractal images, which are boundaries between chaotic and determinate spaces that constitute the form (Hood, 1995) . In a move that resembles the rotations that are uniquely enabled in the complex plane, Hegel (1812 Hegel ( /1969 proposes that the 'action . . . is bent round and becomes an action that returns into itself, an infinite reciprocal action' (p. 569). Hegel had access to oriental texts in his time; some similarities with concepts from the I Ching may not be coincidental.
The logic of experienced time, considered from a dialectical perspective, actively preserves the two opposed aspects that constitute the ground of a contradiction, as a 'perspective of orientation' in support of the resulting higher level of organization. In this regard, dialectical logic is a modal or tense logic involving 'a memory system in which the negation of an element preserves the negated element as that from which the negation appeared' (Kosok, 1976, p. 342) . It is this generative temporal component of dialectical operations that might underlie the developmental emergence of new forms, like an ever-changing present.
Variability (fluctuation, oscillation) may occur as a marker of a boundary or transition point between two ordered states. To best access variability, deliberation about how to model time becomes relevant. Van Geert contrasts two choices. In time-dependent models, time is cast as a numerical parameter that smooths the function, obscuring variability (considered to be error) to reveal normative patterns of change. By contrast, in state-dependent models, what counts is the number of iterations, or operations, or tries needed to obtain an outcome of interest. By this second approach, both variability and non-linearity can appear, pointing to processes within the observable patterns of development. (van Geert, 1993, pp. 427-428; .
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As an example, persons in states of highly charged emotional appraisal processes may show oscillation between apprehension and defense. Lewis (1997 Lewis ( , 1998 proposes that oscillation, in a state-dependent model, may generate a chaotic phase shift sufficient for the 'rapid assembly of alternative appraisals' and novel interpretations, which he conceives as a bifurcation. The novel adaptation then can become selfmaintaining through positive feedback structures (Lewis, 1997, p. 208) . Rates and amplitudes may also occur that give rise to phase-locking and entrainment processes, sufficient to generate new and more complex behavioral forms (Kelso, 1994) . The particulars remain to be worked out for each system, with the specific terms and qualities of opposition that are appropriate for that process.
Taking Hegel at his word, one might consider 'infinite reciprocal actions' as state-dependent and novelty-generating regions, and fractal boundaries as locations of behavioral oscillations (Hood, 1995) . Developmental theory offers resonant notions. Gesell's 'second principle of reciprocal interweaving' and 'fifth principle of self-regulatory fluctuation' represent reciprocal change patterns (excitation and inhibition, focus on the self/focus on the other) as fundamental for more complex levels of organization. Piaget's process of equilibration as well as accounts from dynamical systems theory delineate motor and cognitive/language systems as they move through states of fluctuation towards a transition to a higher level of integration and stability (Smith & Thelen, 1993) .
My research on the development of aggressive behavior in mice provides an example of such a possibility (Hood, 1995) , in a threshold model for the emergence of complex behavioral forms over time, originating from fundamental approach and withdrawal tendencies (Schneirla, 1965 (Schneirla, /1972 . Approach (to stimulation of low to moderate intensity) is considered as a determinate, spatially extensive region, and withdrawal (from too-intense stimulation) is considered as a chaotic region. The tension between these opposed tendencies (say, in response to a novel object) is structured to generate oscillations sufficient to invite more complex forms of social behavior. In mice, for example, behaviors appear predictably in social settings as complex species-typical forms (boxing posture, lateral threat display), even after mice have been reared in social isolation. To an ethologist, these forms might be thought of as instinctive, an ethogram. To a developmental dialectician, the novel behavioral forms emerge from reverberating approach and withdrawal impulses, Hegel's 'in-dwelling pulsation of self-movement and spontaneous activity'. The difference in interpretation constitutes a difference in ontological status for Hood Times of Life development as a predetermined outcome, or as emergent from a total situation.
How Are Different Time Scales Linked Together?
The experience of time in the present sense is continuous, and in regard to the past, it is discrete. Memories come to mind as unitary constructions: 'my grade school years', 'my car wreck', 'my existential moment'. With effort, temporal sequences can be unraveled. As worldmaking entities, our memories are matériel, most fitting a recent proposal that 'the temporalities with which we are concerned in understanding human culture and human selfhood are plural and non-identical' (Sarbin, 2000, p. 198) . Indeed, the most interesting theory of 'Ryoko' or 'Parallel Going' (drawn from Chinese philosophy) posits the simultaneous coexistence of contradictory principles of time, so that 'we can experience multiple perspectives on our life and world simultaneously' (Yamada & Kato, 2006, p. 154) . Might these different times, as they flow past each other, generate turbulence as a source of 'regenerative variants', or novel forms? If there are many times going on simultaneously, how are they linked, or not linked? Cultural supports for superimposed cycles in the multiple versions of Balinese time give rise to combinations with specific and particular values (Rudolph, 2006) , perhaps loosely analogous to US annual cycles of holidays against the cycles of work weeks and months: the last Thursday in November, the last night in December, the ides of April, the fourth of July, and, uniquely, the largest full moon of the year on the eve of the millennium, 2000.
These questions are usefully addressed in Rudolph's (2006) many representations of mathematical models for time, with ample technical details for mathematical psychologists' delight. Some models are appropriate for computer science, some are appropriate for dualprocess theories of mind, and some are appropriate for autobiographical memory. Rudolph also notes that time as it exists for physics-ordered, linear, reversible and never running down-is not suitable for representing the biological and psychological realities that manifest in human experience. He offers his own model of psychological time, constructed to represent the rhythms of discrete acts of attention, asking in particular: 'what, if anything, interpolates between [them]? ' (p. 200) . His model builds from non-ordered sets of prime numbers and powers of prime numbers, which can produce 'nearly cyclic flows', like a chaotic strange attractor. Here is his innovation: by superimposing the cycles based on prime numbers and powers of Culture & Psychology 12 (2) 238 prime numbers, he produces a non-ordered set of unique points, such that . . . all 'moments' in the unordered plenum of time are mutually co-present, each distinguished from all the others by (and only by) its own inventory, unique to it, of exactly where it lies with respect to all of the infinitely many commensurable cycles. (p. 186) The establishment of intermediating areas within the branching structure of succession represents experienced states of ambivalence that constitute transitions of attention. In this sense, Rudolph models the dialectical movement, the turning of attention, as the natural structure of time.
The Elusive Present
Can a mathematical model enable psychologists to capture the moment, to qualify it? Valsiner (1993) highlights the challenge of studying the present as an 'eternal becoming' suitable for research. He marks the ease with which psychologists shift from a focus on observed processes-actions of behaving, thinking, relating-to reports on preserved processes-outcomes of behavior, thoughts, relationships. The perception of an abstracted moment occurs between the twin processes of becoming and transforming. Consonant with Rudolph's model, these processes are the occasions of developmental transactions, perhaps through the resolution of ambivalence. However, to realize a present moment requires a method of capturing transitional states in their active forms, catching them 'on the fly', as it were, while protecting their ontological status as processes through careful choices about language (Valsiner, 1994 ).
Vygotsky's approach to experimental method uniquely aims to 'instruct' the observer in how to 'directly see higher psychological functions as they unfold', including the elementary processes which subserve them. In this sense, seeing is a theory-laden practice (Shotter, 2000, pp. 236-237) . Moreover, Vygotsky proposes that one can, through the scaffolding provided by speech, create a sense of time as a field, comparable to a visual field. But even the most immediate acts of perception are not direct, contra the 'dogma of immaculate perception ' (Kaplan's phrase, in von Bertalanffy, 1968) . Recent findings (Hosoya, Baccus, & Meister, 2005 ) demonstrate that at a cellular level, recent experience acts to direct attention to novel forms and to pass over continuously present aspects of the environment. Visual images detected by retinal cells are produced by two dimensions of dialectical opposition: spatial comparisons as center-surround antagonism, and Hood Times of Life 239 changes over time as biphasic temporal antagonism. The act of seeing concentrates on regions that are not predictable from these local features: the eye seeks novelty at the most fundamental level of processing. This selective bias for novelty demonstrates that at multiple levels-sensory receptors, conditioned responses, emotional memory, desire, projection, expectation, belief-our access to the present is biologically and culturally restrained by non-conscious cooptation from a past which is always already there. The 'raw feel' is a fiction of philosophers.
Ontogenetic and Phylogenetic Time
In developmental psychology, the dimensions of time are various, with emphases on immense time scales (human evolution), long time scales (a life span), considerable time scales (a gestation period) and momentary time scales (a lapse of attention). Microgenetic, ontogenetic, cultural history, phylogenetic: how can these durations, which differ by orders of magnitude, impact each other?
Individual changes in ontogeny have been proposed as a basis for evolutionary change (Gottlieb, 1987 (Gottlieb, , 2002 , with processes at behavioral and physiological levels intertwined in the emergence of novel adaptations over lifetimes and over evolutionary time. One scenario for such a process is based on individual variation in exploratory behavior, sufficient to expose some organisms to new environments, with changes in gene expression as an immediate outcome, and changes in gene frequency as a possible long-term evolutionary outcome. By this proposal, ontogeny and phylogeny are mutually entwined in patterns that are amenable to experimental investigation. A fruitful approach is the deflection of behavioral adaptations that are characteristic of species-typical developmental periods. For example, the prolonged retention of youthful characteristics (neoteny) can be produced by a program of selective breeding over several generations, with effects that are maintained in successive generations (Cairns, 1976; Cairns, Gariépy, & Hood, 1990; Cairns, Hood, & Midlam, 1985 ; see also Hood & Quigley, forthcoming) .
How do coordinated changes at two levels, ontogeny and phylogeny, come about? Cairns's reflection on Morgan's (1902) concept of 'coincident variation' suggests that natural selection acts on specific combinations of individual and environmental features. In this way, . . . the same behavioral outcomes can be addressed through different routes in the two time frames. Parallel and mutually supportive behavioral modifications may be rapidly mobilized in ontogeny and evolution by separate processes that act upon the same behavioral components.
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Evolutionary modifications may occur, developmental modifications may occur, or both may occur simultaneously. (Cairns, 1993, p. 67) An additional possibility for scalar matching is through patterns of rate and amplitude that give rise to phase-locking and entrainment processes. With sufficient exposure (as rate parameters) to novel behaviors (of sufficient amplitude) by conspecifics (i.e. washing of sandy food by young Japanese macaques), imitation might occur as an entrainment process in a social group, giving rise to newly established social patterns, potential long-term enculturation and evolutionary change through natural selection. These examples do not settle the matter, but perhaps they point to some open areas for exploration of times, timing and the plastic qualities of developmental patterns.
A unique appreciation of the possibilities for meaningful psychological theories of time is made available in these discussions by opening a door to other cultures and other disciplines. For those reared in capitalist economies, time 'is' money, to protect, spend and to lose, and the future is always ahead as a maze of opportunities to exploit. How interesting for such a person to think of a lifetime as refrain, recovery and renewal, to 'presume that the meaning of fading and dying is valued in life' (Yamada & Kato, 2006, p. 148) . How astonishing to make contact with a form of mathematics, Rudolph's (2006) , that does not reduce to abstraction, but rather superimposes, unfolds, comes around, expands and points to abundant particular experiences in time, each inherently possessed of its own name.
